
We frequently retro-fit existing switchboards with the very latest power management systems, resulting 
in the ideal combination of existing and newly designed equipment. 
With the experience gained from numerous refits, this has lead us into the manufacturing of bespoke 
switchboards and control panels from our base in Palma de Mallorca.

Through close collaboration with the world's leading power management companies we have developed a 
range of panels and switchboards that are built to the rigorous standards of relevant class societies. 
Every ETY marine panel is fully inspected and tested to IEC 60439-1.

ETY have recently developed the                      ™ series of switchboards designed in a modular format to 
adapt to most yacht layouts. Incredibly lightweight and compact, the switchboards are monitored via a 
touch screen panel with separate cabinets housing the incomers (generators and shore power), busbars 
and distribution.
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The Bluewave AMS, Alarm and Monitoring System, from ETY measures constantly every digital and analog signal 
needed. Every signal will be integrated into the SmartWire network that is an innovative communication system for 
industrial switchgear, as well as automation components in the control panel and peripherals.
Any disruption or signal dropout can cause damages, resulting in costly setbacks and increased risk to your crew, 
passengers, cargo and vessel. Enhance both e�ciency and safety on board with BlueWave Monitoring system from 
ETY, which empowers you to detect abnormal situations and take action before a disruption occurs. The alarm system 
is used to monitor onboard functions, such as engines, generators, levels, cameras and other service systems.

Alarm Monitoring SystemTM

Some of the AMS Bluewave system features from ETY are:

~ All hardware for the sensor acquisition and communication devices, included in a speci�c distribution panel.

~ The PLC and the di�erent I/O modules plus the gateway communication modules are from EATON featuring their 
    innovative SmartWire system.

~ The isolated supply to the modules from the new switchboard. An isolated supply is recommended in order to 
    improve the system robustness and simpli�es troubleshooting of faulty sensors.

~ BMS for battery packs: Includes a Victron color GGX to connect and interface Victron products into the monitoring 
    system + two BMS units. Includes connection + cabling of the new BMS and integration in the monitoring system.

~ A choice of di�erent sizes of Touch panel PC can be installed on Interior wheelhouse running the BLUEWAVE 
   Monitoring system

~ Di�erent Touch Screens can be installed around the vessel.  Crew area, Lazarette, Bridge...
~ Re-connection of all the existing digital sensor points into the new Smart Wire modules.
~ CCTV system integrated in the BLUEWAVE monitoring system.
~ System Log Monitoring. Every log or event can be display on any of the di�erent screen device.
~ New Bluewave Monitoring system interface design.
~ New BlueWave-Mobile Apps for Android and IOS mobile and tablets.
~ New BlueWave-Wear App for Smart Watches.

~ Flexible communication protocols and �eldbuses with Bluewave Monitoring and Control System. Industrial and 
   automation protocols such as Can Bus, Modbus RTU or TCP-IP, Pro�bus… are implemented into the 
   BlueWave Monitoring System.
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Due to environmental regulations, new vessel types as well as developments in ship design and technology, 
hybrid, diesel- / gas-electric or full electric powertrains are becoming more possible, more attractive or even 
mandatory in several areas of the shipping business. Luckily, the demand is no longer hindered by the lack 
of supply: powertrain building blocks for marine applications are now widely available.

The market for electric propulsion will grow and the vessels are being built in greater numbers. Shipyards 
and ship owners will require their system supplier to be a credible industrial player with systematic working 
practices, a comprehensive o�ering, and the vision and commitment to serve the market with consistency.

Visedo electric drive trains for hybrid and full electric systems are the technology leaders in the marine sector. 
Using the latest technology designed especially for marine applications, our products o�er unmatched 
e�ciency through the whole operational load cycle of the vessel. With Visedo a vessel achieves lower fuel 
consumption and lower CO2 and small particle emissions compared to a traditional diesel technology. 

The extremely compact and lightweight design conserves precious space in the machine room and reduces 
overall weight.

ELECTRIC PROPULSION
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Electrical Design
Planning the design of new electrical and electronic marine equipment is key to a successful system that 
will integrate with existing equipment and will perform efficiently for years to come. 
With experience of classification societies DNV, Lloyds Register and SOLAS, we ensure our designs will 
comply with specified regulations.

ETY's successfully proven system is based on the prevention of interface problems in the design stage 
resulting in a cost and time effective work-flow.

Schedules, equipment location, generator sizing and existing equipment specifications are all at the heart 
of our design process. We provide all technical documentation and survey reports providing technical 
assistance and support for sub-contractor management.

We implement a full safety analysis, taking load analysis & short-circuit current calculations into 
consideration to confirm safe operation of the vessels electrical systems. 

Our vast knowledge of concepts & design accumulated from various electrical construction projects on 
cruise ships, military vessels and super yachts offers the client superior design quality in every aspect of 
refit and construction.

 Bespoke switchboards
 Panel and systems
 Alarm monitoring systems

 Power Management Systems
 Harmonic evaluation
 Motor starting studies
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Clean electrical power cannot be overlooked on any size vessel, sail or power. Whether it's shore power or 
generated power the supply has to remain constant and protected.

Our key partners ASEA are world leaders in power technology and provide a number of solutions for shore 
power converters and marine generators. Visedo electric drive trains for hybrid and full electric systems are 
the technology leaders in the marine sector. 
Using the latest technology designed especially for marine applications, our products offer unmatched 
efficiency through the whole operational load cycle of the vessel.

At ETY we plan, design and install these electrical power systems to administer a full shore to ship power 
supply suiting the precise needs of each vessel.

Systems that are equipped with a wide range of voltage inputs and remote panel displays and can be 
designed in modular fashion to fit within the tight confines of most engine rooms.Whether the yacht is in the 
design, planning or building stage or a retrofitted system is required to complement the existing power train, 
ETY can advise in the installation of a class approved system that is economic, functional and reliable.

Working only with the latest approved technology ETY deliver benefits in electrical power management 
that are unparalleled in the industry. New environmental laws are shaping ship design and technology which 
in turn offers more feasible and more attractive hybrid~diesel~electric powertrains avoiding unnecessary 
complex installments.  
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Electrical Services
The failure rate of electrical equipment is three times higher for components that are not part of a 
scheduled maintenance program. Studies show that two thirds of electrical system failures can be 
prevented by a routine preventative maintenance program. 

ETY have a highly trained team of marine electrical engineers available worldwide to carry out fault 
finding and rectification using the latest state of the art equipment. 

Thermographics are superb for troubleshooting and preventive maintenance of electrical distribution 
systems and our trained thermographic surveyors with vast marine experience will observe all specified 
machinery  and provide digital colour photographs to document the signature of each component. 

We recommend an energy study is carried out using our Power Logger or Power Quality Analyser. Our 
Engineers carry out testing of equipment and systems whilst the vessel is under way of which we are fully 
insured to do. 

Shore PowerConverters (ASEA)
Alarm & Monitoring Systems (                  )

Drive Train (VISEDO)

 Improved safety
 Reduced Maintenance Costs
 Load studies

 Energy assessments
 Harmonics measurements
 Voltage event capture
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Lighting & AV Systems
In a world where luxury is expected as the norm, yacht lighting plays an enormous part in every yacht's 
design and development. Whether it's setting the mood for a party or simply dimming the lights for a 
movie, it must be done with great panache.

Our lighting designers and engineers have solutions to enhance the very essence of interior and exterior 
design, offering a well planned and executed lighting strategy. 
Dedicated lighting experts will steer the client or yacht designer through the complex world of LEDs and 
the required control technology to achieve the best in lighting experience. 

From state of the art programmable scenario dimmers, class compliant underwater LED lights to the very 
best in searchlight technology, we design, supply and install the latest fittings to complement any design. 

We design and supply the perfect entertainment system to fit in with bespoke music and lighting 
arrangements with full control of blinds and environmental settings for the ultimate creative atmosphere. 
Linked to bespoke panels or iPad interfaces these installations allow the client to enjoy the very latest in 
music and video with ease.

ETY build flexible stable systems from the ground up featuring state of the art servers that automatically 
update the music and movie libraries and deliver it all in the highest audio and video quality available. 
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